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Supernova (feat. Marian Gold)
The light always shines
When I travel around
The stars, the milky way
The moon and the sun

My mind like a ship
Through memories flies
Vast space, distant shores
Dark endless skies

Where are you now?
Lost inside your alien soul
Searching for
The supernovas
And the stars
Where are you now?
In another galaxy
Watching me
Longing for the past

The screens visualize
Holograms of the moon
The blue of the skies
And pictures of you

As time goes by
Days flow like tears
Clouds blown away
By the solar wind

The light always shines
When I travel around
The stars, the milky way
The moon and the sun

My mind like a ship
Through memories flies
Vast space, distant shores
Dark endless skies

Where are you now?
Lost inside your alien soul
Searching for
The supernovas
And the stars
Where are you now?
In another galaxy
Watching me
Longing for the past

Where are you now?
Lost inside your alien soul
Searching for
The supernovas
And the stars
Where are you now?
In another galaxy
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Watching me
Longing for, Longing for the past

Where are you now?
Where are you now?
Where are you now?
Where are you now?

The light always shines
When I travel around
The stars, the milky way
The moon and the sun
The moon and the sun

The light always shines
When I travel around
The stars, the milky way
The moon and the sun
The moon and the sun
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Alien Nation
I feel like a stranger
In the night
Waiting for daylight
I'm walking in a place
I can't recall
I feel so cold

I stand in the smoke
And in the rain
That's falling on my face
Just remains
Of destruction all around
I hear no sound

No sign of life
I'm paralyzed
Broken communications

No compromise
De-humanized
Welcome to the alien nation

I'm lost in the darkness
Of the night
Waiting for a sign
There's only silence and
Oblivion all around
The future is now

No sign of life
I'm paralyzed
Broken communications

No compromise
De-humanized
Welcome to the alien nation
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Musika Atomika
Musika atomika
Energia bionica
Musika atomika
Atomika electronica

Musika atomika
Una voce cosmica
Musika atomika
Atomika automatica

Musika - Now you've got to dance
Atomika - To the cybertronic beat
Bionica - The groove is amplified
Sintetica - Loud across the atmosphere

Just connect to the mechanical melody

Musika - Automatic DJ
Atomika - Spinning technopop
Bionica - Artificial sounds
Sintetica - And cybernetic rock

Just connect to my electronic soul

Radio electronica
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Orion Shall Rise
Red light
Fire in the sky
Loud blast
Rockets in the night

Watch out
Aliens flying high
They are
Invaders from the sky

They say we need evolution
But they got just revolution
They say we have bad intentions
But war was their own invention

Orion shall rise
Join the resistance
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Solarchaser
Cloud masses meet and clash
Along shifting lines of grey
No sunlight, no blue skies below
Just endless, eternal rain

I always stare at the endless sky
Waiting for the end of another day
I always stare at the falling rain
Waiting for the sun to shine again

Nothing can be seen
Of the planet's surface
No oceans, no deserts or seas
No mountains, no signs of life

I always stare at the endless sky
Waiting for the end of another day
I always stare at the falling rain
Waiting for the sun to shine again
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Helium
So far away
So far away from home
A new life
In a dying world

Cities in ruin
Taken by storm
Red warriors fight
An endless war

Fire and steel
Leather and blood
I raise my sword
And the enemy falls

I am the warlord of Mars
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Hypercube
Welcome to the hypercube…

Welcome to the hypercube…

Welcome to the hypercube…

Welcome to the hypercube…

Welcome to the hypercube…
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Destiny Sunrise
Every time I close my eyes
Every time the lights go out
You're here
You look so real

Like a vision in the dark
Like an angel in the night
You fly
Each dawn you die

Because I'm dreaming of you
All through the night
Until the morning sun shines

Every night
You're close to me
Every night
You call my name
And then you fade away

Because I'm dreaming of you
All through the night
Until the morning sun shines

Because I'm dreaming of you
Longing for you
Until the morning sun shines
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Speed of Light
Stand up, face the reality
Our time is running out
We are bound to lose
If we don't fly away

Now and forever we'll chase the sun
Until we're falling apart
We'll fly so high and travel so far
We'll reach the brightest star
Now and forever we'll lead the way
This is the dawn of the age
We'll find a place into the sky
We'll reach the speed of light

Hold on, try to keep the faith
We are not alone
We are the chosen ones
To make a brand new start
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Supernova (radio version)
The light always shines
When I travel around
The stars, the milky way
The moon and the sun

My mind like a ship
Through memories flies
Vast space, distant shores
Dark endless skies

Where are you now?
Lost inside your alien soul
Searching for
The supernovas
And the stars
Where are you now?
In another galaxy
Watching me
Longing for the past

The screens visualize
Holograms of the moon
The blue of the skies
And pictures of you

As time goes by
Days flow like tears
Clouds blown away
By the solar wind

The light always shines
When I travel around
The stars, the milky way
The moon and the sun

My mind like a ship
Through memories flies
Vast space, distant shores
Dark endless skies

Where are you now?
Lost inside your alien soul
Searching for
The supernovas
And the stars
Where are you now?
In another galaxy
Watching me
Longing for the past

Where are you now?
Lost inside your alien soul
Searching for
The supernovas
And the stars
Where are you now?
In another galaxy
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Watching me
Longing for, Longing for the past

Where are you now?
Where are you now?
Where are you now?
Where are you now?

The light always shines
When I travel around
The stars, the milky way
The moon and the sun
The moon and the sun

The light always shines
When I travel around
The stars, the milky way
The moon and the sun
The moon and the sun
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